Analyzing Line Graphs

Directions: The line chart shows data about how many bottle caps Callie collected on the beach each day. Answer the questions about the line graph.

1. How many did Callie collect on Wednesday?

2. Which days did Callie collect the most?

3. What day did Callie collect 4 bottle caps?

4. How many fewer bottle caps did Callie collect on Thursday than Wednesday?

5. What is the different between Callie’s highest collection day and her lowest collection day?
ANSWER KEY

1. How many did Callie collect on Wednesday?  
   Answer: 6

2. Which day did Callie collect the most?  
   Answer: Tuesday & Friday

3. What day did Callie collect 4 bottle caps?  
   Answer: Monday

4. How many fewer bottle caps did Callie collect on Thursday than Wednesday?  
   Answer: 4

5. What is the different between Callie’s highest collection day and her lowest collection day?  
   Answer: 6